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Description

I don't know is it only in new version because I didn't notice before. So when I fast forward movie I get some hitch in movie. Only way
to get smooth playback is to play from begining without any fast forwarding.

History
#1 - 04/19/2011 02:26 AM - Minh Le

Damir Hasic wrote:

I don't know is it only in new version because I didn't notice before. So when I fast forward movie I get some hitch in movie. Only way to get smooth
playback is to play from begining without any fast forwarding.

I thought I was the only one. Well, it's happening with MKV, 720x480 anime. No lag what so ever, so it's great! All I know is that if I'm going to watch
720p MP4/MKV, than I'll be using PS3 Media Server. Anyway, back to the subject, I get "hitched" as well, where the video frame will bounce back to a
different frame than bounce back to the frame it was at and continues the movie. The problem happens really fast, but it happens constantly after fast
forwarding. Also, it gets rid of the subtitle, but it will go back to normal. The only problem is the "hitching"

#2 - 04/19/2011 09:25 AM - buzhidao buzhidao

Damir Hasic wrote:

I don't know is it only in new version because I didn't notice before. So when I fast forward movie I get some hitch in movie. Only way to get smooth
playback is to play from begining without any fast forwarding.

Andreas fix it in f6110669 2011/4/18 21:39:25 ps3: Fix seeking bugs when playing with cell acceleration

#3 - 04/19/2011 01:53 PM - Damir Hasic

I just try old version of Showtime and there is no hitching issue, so this is bug only in new version.

#4 - 04/19/2011 02:19 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Damir Hasic

Attach sample file please
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#5 - 04/19/2011 03:04 PM - Damir Hasic
- File vicky.christina.barcelona.2008.720p..AAC.x264.300MBUNiTED.COM-scOrp_00h00m00s-00h08m00s_-002.mkv added

I get this hitching in every mkv movie I tried, but here is one sample. So try fast forwarding about 2-3 minutes and then look for hiching. It looks just like
in these threadd sample https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/issues/460

#6 - 04/19/2011 08:17 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted

#7 - 04/20/2011 09:44 PM - Andreas Smas

I think this only happens IF you actually seek in the file, right?

#8 - 04/20/2011 10:17 PM - shinta himura

Hi, maybe i can answer for him ^^
yes, it actually happens to me only when i seek in the file.
plus, once i do it, i can't "pause" anymore the video. (the sound shutters, and the video continues)
Thanks a lot for your amazing work!

#9 - 04/20/2011 10:22 PM - shinta himura

As Damir Hasic said, this is a new issue as it didnt happen with your last release /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/wink.png

#10 - 04/20/2011 11:32 PM - Damir Hasic

Yes only happens when seek.

#11 - 04/21/2011 07:54 AM - Andreas Smas

Ok, i'm not able to flush the h264 decoder correctly so some frames are "stuck" in there and replayed over and over again.

I'm trying to figure out how to do that but because i don't have any documentation it's a bit tricky to understand how it is supposed to work...

#12 - 04/21/2011 02:09 PM - Damir Hasic

perhaps has to do something with support for level 5.0 and 5.1, which you have added in newest version? And if you could do that by pressing the FF
button to skip 1-2 minute film. It might then be all right and no hitching? We do this seeking because we try to go back to the film, where we stopped it.
Is there any chance that the program remembers exactly where we left off so that return to that time?

#13 - 04/26/2011 10:48 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
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Fixed in commit:58346e32

#14 - 04/27/2011 05:20 PM - Damir Hasic

Thanks! So when you gonna put that in new PKG?

#15 - 04/29/2011 05:25 AM - Damir Hasic

Can anyone add this in last pkg with Windows 1250 support? Thanks!

#16 - 04/29/2011 09:47 AM - andreus sebes

See this post http://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/boards/15/topics/585?r=587#message-587 (the last link)

#17 - 06/10/2011 11:46 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 2.99 to 3.0

Files
vicky.christina.barcelona.2008.720p..AAC.x264.300MBUNiTED.COM-scOrp_00h00m00s-00h08m00s_-002.mkv39.8 MB 04/19/2011 Damir Hasic
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